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Ivy, a talented tattoo artist who spent the early part of her 20s on the move, is finally looking for a

place to call home. She thinks she might have found it in San Francisco, but all that changes when

she witnesses a terrible crime. She's ready to pack up her things yet again when a random

encounter with a stranger keeps her in the city, giving her reason to stay after all. That is until Ivy

discovers that their encounter wasn't random. Not at all....
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I have read each and every one of the Burying Water Series and have greatly enjoyed them all.

Without a doubt, KA Tucker is very talented romantic suspense writer. Surviving Ice is no

different.Throughout this series we had gotten a peak at the tough-shelled, tatted heroine Ivy, so I

had been eager to hear her story. And what a story it is! Moreover, I was equally pleased to find that

the assassin for hire hero, who works for a private security firm that does clandestine government

style missions, had an equally compelling story to tell. Perhaps the only sad point of this book, is

that it is the last of the series. I for one wish there were more books to come, but I'm sure no matter

what KA Tucker chooses to write next, it will be equally as compelling and engrossing as this series

has been.Ivy is back in San Francisco. She is living with her uncle and working at his tattoo shop.

Thinking she just might finally have found a place she wants to stay put in for a while, she is blind

sighted by what happens next. Her witnessing of a gruesome crime--her uncle's murder.Following

that, she is desperate to move on, but left with no choice but to clean up her uncle's shop and

prepare his shop and home for sale. It is during this transition period that Ivy meets the secretive,



but sexy Sebastian. And that questions begin to arise as to exactly why her uncle was

murdered.Sebastian is on a mission. One of many that he has undertaken at the hands of the

private, clandestine security firm that he works for. Never being in one place for long, and doing the

jobs that he assumes the public never really wants to know occur to maintain the peace, comes

easy to this former Navy Seal.

Surviving Ice is a must read! I absolutely loved it! It is now my favorite book in the Burying Water

series. After meeting Ivy in Chasing River, I wasnâ€™t sure if I was going to like her relocating to

San Francisco and with a new man in her life but I could not put this book down and I definitely

didnâ€™t disapprove of Sebastian.Let me start off by say that Surviving Ice can be read as a

standalone but I highly recommend reading the entire Burying Water series because it is AMAZING

and Iâ€™m sad that this is the end of the series! I canâ€™t wait to see what K.A. Tucker comes up

with next.Ivy who normally doesnâ€™t stay in one place for too long has relocated to San Francisco

to live with her uncle and to work at his tattoo shop and is also thinking about making it her home

until one the night she witnesses her uncleâ€™s murder.Sebastian an ex- Navy SEAL works for a

private contracting company and has been called in to find the evidence the men who murdered

Ivyâ€™s uncle were looking for and kill Ivy if she knows too much.Upon meeting Ivy, Sebastian is

intrigued by her and knows that she knows nothing about the evidence that heâ€™s been sent to

look for. He quickly learns that Ivy is just as good as he is about hiding her emotions and is intrigued

by the tiny woman. To protect Ivy from danger, he must get close to her which is no easy task. The

more time they spend together and open up to each other, Sebastian and Ivy start to think about the

possibility of staying in San Francisco. Sebastian also knows that if he wants a life with Ivy then he

will have to tell her about his past and what brought him to San Francisco in the first place. Will Ivy

want anything to do with him once she knows the whole truth?K.A.
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